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Towards Answer Extraction:
An Application to Technical Domains

Fabio Rinaldi� and James Dowdall� and Michael Hess� and Diego Molláy and Rolf Schwittery

Abstract. The shortcomings of traditional Information Retrieval

are most evident when users require exact information rather than

relevant documents. This practical need is pushing the research com-

munity towards systems that can exactly pinpoint those parts of

documents that contain the information requested. Answer Extrac-

tion (AE) systems aim to satisfy this need. This paper presents one

such system (ExtrAns) which works by transforming documents and

queries into a semantic representation called Minimal Logical Form

(MLF) and derives the answers by logical proof from the documents.

MLFs use underspecification to overcome the problems associated

with a complete semantic representation and offer the possibility of

monotonic, non-destructive extension.

1 Introduction

The classical type of ‘information need’ solved by existing Informa-

tion Retrieval (IR) applications has a number of shortcomings which

new techniques such as Information Extraction and Answer Extrac-

tion aim at solving. Traditionally, it is assumed that IR systems have

to find supporting documents on a particular topic and the problem

of locating the relevant information within those documents is not

dealt with. In fact, many authors have observed that traditional Infor-

mation Retrieval should rather be called “Document Retrieval”. The

typical scenario application for IR techniques could be considered

that of “Essay Writing”, while the new approaches aim at a different

scenario which could be called “Problem Solving”.

Recently, some sections of the research community have focused

their interest on systems which can not only locate relevant docu-

ments, but also pinpoint the exact piece of information that the user

is interested in. During the past decade the Message Understand-

ing Conferences have been a major arena for development in this

field. The concept of Information Extraction has been gradually de-

veloped and refined so that today this is considered a separate and

autonomous area of research. Typically such system can extract spe-

cific types of information predefined by the creators of the system.

The simpler applications, like Named Entity extraction, have enjoyed

considerable success. More complex applications, like template ex-

traction and scenario extraction did not seem capable of improving

significantly after reaching levels which were deemed interesting but

not fully satisfactory. A fundamental problem with Information Ex-

traction applications of the complex type (Template Extraction, Sce-

nario Extraction) is that the system is normally tailored to the pre-

defined templates and cannot easily adapt to different templates as

would normally be required by a change of domain or the specific

interests of the users (as defined by the templates).
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Figure 1. Architecture of the ExtrAns system

Answer Extraction (also called Question Answering, or QA) is a

recently developed field, which tries to solve some of the problems

described above. Answer Extraction systems typically allow the user

to ask arbitrary questions and aim at retrieving, in a given corpus,

a small snippet of text which provides an answer. Research in this

area has been promoted in the past couple of years by, in particular,

the QA track of the TREC competitions [18, 21]. The participants

in this competition have the opportunity to measure how well their

systems can retrieve answers to a predefined set of questions from

a very large collection of documents. They run their system on the

given questions and return for each a ranked list of five answers in

the form of pairs [document identifier, answer string]. The returned

data are then evaluated by human assessors, who for each string have

to decide whether it contains an answer to the question and whether

the given document supports that answer.

One of the limitations of such evaluations has been that questions

about rule-like or definitional knowledge (i.e. generic, intensional

questions), such as “How do you stop a Diesel engine?” or “How

does a Diesel engine work?”, “When/where/how do typhoons form?”

or “What is a typhoon?” have not received much attention so far.1 In

fact, it is precisely this type of question that users would direct at

technical documents.

Besides there has been a strong focus on very large volumes of

text, as typically seen in IR applications. In our own research we pre-

fer to concentrate on “low volume/high value” data, with a gradual

increase in volumes to follow later.

In this paper we present an Answer Extraction (AE) system (sec-

tion 2) and its application to two different domains. After describing

in detail the syntactic (section 3) and semantic (section 4) processing

components of the system, we will show how Answer Extraction is

performed (section 5) and describe a comparison with a baseline IR

system (section 6). Finally, we discuss the results and briefly survey

related work (section 7).

1 While only a small number of them were included in QA track of TREC 8
and 9, in the most recent TREC 10 a significant number has been included.
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(a) ///// a.d coax cable.n4 connects.v062 the.d external antenna.n1 to.o the.d ANT connection.n1 /////

-Wd

�Dsu � Ss
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RW

(b) ///// a.d coax cable.n4 connects.v062 the.d external antenna.n1 to.o the.d ANT connection.n1 /////

-Wd

�Dsu � Ss

-
MVp

-Os

� Ds
-Js

� Ds

RW

Figure 2. An example of LG output

2 The Architecture of ExtrAns

ExtrAns is a complex system which comprises several different mod-

ules (see figure 1), written in different programming languages. A

given document collection is processed in an off-line stage, but the

query is processed on-line. The same linguistic analysis is applied in

both stages, transforming everything into a semantic representation

called Minimal Logical Form (MLF).

The basic architecture has been tested over two contrasting tech-

nical domains. Originally, answers to arbitrary user questions were

extracted from the Unix documentation files (“man pages”). The sys-

tem covers a set of more than 500 unedited man pages, and answers

questions such as “which command can duplicate files ?”. The flex-

ibility of the MLFs allows the extraction of relevant answers (“cp

does not copy a file onto itself”), not only strictly logical answers

(“cp copies files”). The system can be tested on the project web

page.2

More recently, the system has been used over the Airplane Mainte-

nance Manuals (AMM) of the Airbus A320. The highly technical

nature of this domain as well as an SGML-based format and a much

larger size (120MB) than the Unix documentation, provided an im-

portant test-bed for the scalability and domain independence of the

system.

Compared to the QA track of TREC these two domains represent

small to medium sized document collections. An obvious advantage

is the opportunity to process the entire document collection, rather

than just selected paragraphs, in an off-line stage. As the data sets

continue to grow in size this approach will quickly become too com-

putationally expensive and paragraph indexing methodologies will

need to be used. Currently, there is a paragraph selection procedure

based on a loose matching between query concepts and the stored

semantic representation of the document.

User queries are processed on-line and converted into MLFs (pos-

sibly expanded by synonyms) and proved by refutation over the doc-

ument knowledge base. Pointers to the original text attached to the re-

trieved logical forms allow the system to identify and highlight those

words in the retrieved sentence that contribute most to that particu-

lar answer [14]. An example of the output of ExtrAns can be seen

in figure 3. When the user clicks on one of the answers provided,

the corresponding document is displayed with the relevant passages

highlighted.

When no direct proof for the user query is found (strict mode), the

system is capable of relaxing the proof criteria in a stepwise manner.

First, hyponyms will be added to the query terms, thus making the

query more general but still logically correct. If that fails, the system

2 http://www.ifi.unizh.ch/cl/extrans/

Figure 3. An example of the output of ExtrAns - query window

will attempt approximate matching, in which the sentence with the

highest overlap of predicates with the query is retrieved. The (par-

tially) matching sentences are scored and the best fits are returned.

In the case that even this method does not find sufficient answers the

system will attempt keyword matching, in which syntactic criteria

are abandoned and only information about word classes is used. This

last step corresponds approximately to a traditional passage-retrieval

methodology with consideration of the POS tags. It is important to

note that, in the strict mode, the system finds only logically correct

proofs (within the limits of what MLFs can represent; see below), i.e.

it is a “high precision” AE system.

3 Syntactic Processing

The syntactic analysis uses the robust dependency-based parser Link

Grammar (LG) [16], which is able to handle a wide range of syn-

tactic structures [17]. Syntactically unresolvable ambiguities, such

as prepositional phrase attachment or gerund and infinitive con-

structions, are treated with a corpus-based approach [2]. Sentence-

internal pronouns are dealt with using the anaphora resolution algo-

rithm [11].

LG uses linkages to describe the syntactic structure of a sentence

(see figure 2). Links connect pairs of words in such a way that the

requirements of each word described in the sentences are satisfied,

that the links do not cross, and that the words form a connected graph.

Despite some extensions at the lexical and syntactic level, pro-

cessing the frequent occurrences of multi-word, domain specific ter-

minology proved problematic for LG. The addition of a new module,

capable of identifying these previously detected terms, ensures they

are parsed as single syntactic units. This reduces the complexity of

parsing the AMM, by as much as 50%. Also, the output of LG has

To appear in: Proceedings of the 15th European Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Lyon, July 2002



been extended to include the direction of the linkages as this infor-

mation is vital for anaphora resolution and semantic analysis.

As LG returns all possible parses, it is necessary to disambiguate

among them [13]. The two possibilities for the prepositional phrase

attachment returned in figure 2, will be reduced to (b) by the disam-

biguator as this linkage correctly identifies the dependency relations.

The link Wd connects the subject coax cable to the wall. The wall

functions as a dummy word at the beginning of every sentence and

has linking requirements like any other word. Ss links the transitive

verb connects with the subject on the left, the verbal head on the

right. The transitive verb and its direct object external antenna, that

acts as the head of a noun phrase, are connected by the Os link. MVp

connects the verb to the modifying prepositional phrase. Finally, the

link Js connects the preposition to with its object ANT connection.

These dependency relations are used to generate the semantic rep-

resentation of the sentence. LG has a robust component, parsing com-

plex or ungrammatical structures, so that ExtrAns may still produce

MLFs, extended with special predicates that mark the unprocessed

words as “keywords”.

Sentences that contain nominalizations are dealt with using a small

hand-crafted resource (lexicon of nominalizations) 3 which helps us

to cope with the most important cases, e.g. “to edit <a text>” $

“editor of <a text>”/“<text> editor”. The system also includes hy-

ponomy and synonymy relations based on the WordNet model.

4 Semantic Analysis

The Minimal Logical Forms (MLFs) of the documents and queries

are the fundamental expression of their meaning within ExtrAns. The

generation of MLFs is robust enough to treat very complex (even un-

grammatical) sentences [14], and facilitates the semantic comparison

of queries against documents. MLFs represent a powerful combina-

tion of selected reification and underspecification.

An important facet of the MLFs results from the flat expres-

sions produced through reification, as proposed for instance in [9] or

[5]. Where Hobb’s ontologically promiscuous semantics reifies each

predicate, MLFs restrict reification to only certain predicates: Ob-

jects, eventualities (events or states) and properties. In this way event

modifiers, negations, higher order verbs, conditionals and higher or-

der predicates can be represented.

MLFs use the main syntactic dependencies between words to ex-

press verb-argument relations, as well as modifier and adjunct rela-

tions. Extensive underspecification excludes complex quantification,

tense and aspect, temporal relations, plurality and modality. One of

the effects of this kind of underspecification is that several natural

language queries, although slightly different in meaning, produce the

same logical form.

The MLFs are expressed as conjunctions of predicates with all the

variables existentially bound with wide scope. For example, the MLF

of the sentence “A coax cable connects the external antenna to the

ANT connection” is:

(1) holds(o1),

object(coax cable, o2,[v3]),

object(external antenna,o3,[v4]),

object(ANT connection,o4,[v5]),

evt(connect,o1,[v3,v4]),

prop(to,p1,[o1,v5]),

3 Similar to NOMLEX [12].

ExtrAns identifies three multi-word terms, translated into (1) as

the objects: v3, a coax cable, v4 an external antenna and v5 an

ANT connection. The entity o1 represents the ‘connect’ event in-

volving two arguments, the coax cable and the external antenna.

This reified event, o1 , is used again in the final clause to assert the

event happens ‘to’ v5 (the ANT connection).

This is the utility of reification: yielding the additional arguments

o2, o3, o4 and o1 as hooks for additional modifiers to be attached to

the entities they denote. Reification can be used to monotonically in-

crement the underspecified MLF (1), without embedding arguments

(preserving a flat structure), or destructively rewriting the original

MLF.

For example, the expression “A coax cable securely connects

the external antenna to the ANT connection” changes nothing in

the original MLF, but additionally asserts: prop(securely,p8,o1), that

the event o1 is secure. (1) only exploits the reified event but other,

more complex sentences will need to refer to reified objects (non-

intersective adjectives) or reified properties (adjective modifying ad-

verbs).

5 Answer Extraction

ExtrAns finds the answers to the questions by forming the MLFs

of the questions and then running Prolog’s default resolution mech-

anism to find those MLFs that can prove the question. The logical

form of the question “How is the external antenna connected ?” is:

(2) holds(v1),

object(external antenna,o2,[v5]),

evt(connect,v1,[v4,v5]),

object(anonymous object,v3,[v4]).

The variables introduced in a question MLF are converted into

Prolog variables. The resulting MLF can be run as a Prolog query

that will succeed provided that there has been an assertion in the text

that the external antenna is connected to or by something. This some-

thing is the anonymous object of the query. A sentence identifier and

a pointer (indicating the tokens from which the predicate has been

derived) are attached to each predicate of a MLF in the knowledge

base. This information matches against additional variables attached

to the predicates in the question (not shown in the example above)

and is eventually used to highlight the answer in the context of the

document (see figure 3).

The use of Prolog resolution will find the answers that can logi-

cally prove the question, but given that the MLFs are simplified log-

ical forms converted into flat structures, ExtrAns will find sentences

that, logically speaking, may not be exact answers but are still rele-

vant to the user’s question, such as:

(3) a “The external antenna must not be directly connected to the

control panel.”

b “Do not connect the external antenna before it is grounded.”

c “The external antenna is connected, with a coax cable, to the

ANT connection on the ELT transmitter.”

d “To connect the external antenna use a coax cable.”

The expressivity of the MLF is expanded through the use of mean-

ing postulates of the type: If x is installed in y, then x is in y. This

ensures that the query “Where are the equipment and furnishings ?”,

To appear in: Proceedings of the 15th European Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Lyon, July 2002



Figure 4. An example of the output of ExtrAns - document window
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Figure 5. Answers at different ranks

extracts the answer “The equipment and furnishings are installed in

the cockpit”.

In our view MLFs open up a potential path to a stepwise devel-

opment of a question answering system by allowing monotonically

incremental refinements of the representation without the need to

destruct previous partial information. While MLFs specify the core

meaning of sentences they leave underspecified those aspects of se-

mantics that are less relevant or too hard to analyse, for the time

being.

6 Evaluation

In order to set up an evaluation framework for our system, we decided

to consider an IR system as a baseline, even if the standard measures

of precision and recall are not ideal for an Answer Extraction system.

In particular recall is significantly less important than precision, as

the aim of such a system is to provide (at least) one correct answer,

rather than all the possible answers in a given collection.

In the QA track of TREC a measure of precision that is commonly

used is the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). The Rank of a given result

is the position in which the first correct answer is found in the output

list of the system. Over a given set of answers MRR is computed as

the mean of the reciprocals of the ranks for all the answers.

The particular evaluation that we present here4 is targeted at the

new application in the AMM domain. We devised 100 questions

by selecting interesting passages from the manual and formulating

questions of which those passages could be an answer. The ques-

tions were submitted to both ExtrAns and the selected IR system

(SMART). While in general ExtrAns retrieves a short number of

answers, that can be easily checked manually, SMART retrieves a

ranked list of documents. As manual inspection of all the documents

retrieved by SMART would be impossible, we decided to set an ar-

bitrary threshold (at 10), i.e. if no valid answer was contained in the

first ten retrieved documents, we classified it as “Not Found”.

The diagram (figure 5) shows how many answers are found at each

rank (1 to 5, answers from 6 to 10 are considered together). As it can

be seen ExtrAns finds fewer answers than SMART (even ruling out

all answers ranked > 10). Therefore recall would clearly be higher

for SMART. However in the majority of cases, when ExtrAns does

find the answer, it places it in the first position. Notice further that in

some cases ExtrAns finds more than one valid answer for the same

question (possibly in the same document).

There are very few cases where an answer at a lower rank is correct

while answers at higher ranks for the same question are not. It does

happen that ExtrAns retrieves incorrect answers together with the

correct one, but in that case the correct one is almost always ranked

first.

For the particular evaluation that we have presented our system

would obtain a MRR of 0.63, which is a very good result if compared

with results obtained in TREC. However we should stress that such

a comparison is misleading, as our evaluation is far more restricted

than those carried out in TREC. Besides, our system at the moment

could not cope with very large volumes of data as seen in TREC.

In general, this evaluation leads us to conclude that ExtrAns can

provide far higher precision than a generic IR system, at the price

of a smaller recall. Recall alone however is not interesting. In the

scenario that we consider it is important to locate quickly the pre-

cise answer. Relevant documents that are ranked poorly are likely to

remain unnoticed by the user.

7 Discussion

IR techniques can be used to implement QA systems, by applying

them at the passage or sentence level. Portions of text with the maxi-

4 We presented in [15] a different type of evaluation performed on the original
application for the Unix man pages.
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mum overlap of question terms contain, with a certain probability, an

answer. Standard preprocessing steps (removing stop words, “stem-

ming” word forms, weighting keywords etc.) can be used to refine

this basic method. However, systems that do not employ linguistic

processing techniques and stick to the “bag of words” approach in-

herited from IR will never be able to distinguish different strings that

contain the same words in different syntactic configurations and that

therefore encode different meanings, such as “absence of evidence”

and “evidence of absence”.

Results from the two first TREC QA tracks [19, 21] showed clearly

that traditional IR techniques are not sufficient for satisfactory Ques-

tion Answering. When the answer is restricted to a very small win-

dow of text (50 bytes) systems that relied only on those techniques

fared significantly worse than systems that employed some kind of

language processing. More successful approaches employ special

treatment for some terms (e.g. named entity recognition [7, 3]) or

a taxonomy of questions [22, 1, 6, 10].

The standard methods used in IR to rank hits according to their

relevance are no substitute for these techniques. Relevance in IR is

almost invariably determined on the basis of the weights assigned to

individual terms, and these weights are computed from term frequen-

cies in the documents (or passages) and in the entire document col-

lection (the tf/idf). Since this measure is blind to syntactic (and hence

semantic) relationships it does not distinguish between hits that are

logically correct and others.

It is interesting to observe how some of the systems that obtained

good results in the QA track of TREC have gradually moved away

from bag-of-words approaches and into NLP techniques, using se-

mantic information. For instance, Falcon [8] (the best performing

system in TREC 9) performs a complete analysis of a set of selected

texts for each query and of the query itself and creates, after several

intermediate steps, a logical representation inspired by the notation

proposed by Hobbs (on which we also base our MLFs). The syntax

analysis in Falcon is based on a statistical parser [4] while we use a

dependency parser that computes all syntactically possible structures

which we then filter according to a combination of hand-crafted rules

and Brill and Resnik disambiguation procedure [2]. A similarity be-

tween ExtrAns and Falcon is that both build a semantic form starting

from a dependency-based representation of the questions.

As for the type of inferencing used, while ExtrAns uses standard

deduction (proving questions over documents), Falcon uses an ab-

ductive backchaining mechanism, which can be used to provide a

“logical proof” as a justification for the answer. Further it has an in-

teresting module (which so far we do not have) capable of caching

answers and detecting question similarity. In an environment where

the same question (in different formulations) is likely to be repeated

a number of times such a module can significantly improve the (per-

ceived) performance of a QA system.

8 Conclusion

The QA track of TREC has proved that Natural Language Process-

ing techniques cannot be dispensed of if relevant answers have to be

pointed out precisely.

The meaning of both queries and documents must be taken into ac-

count, by syntactic and semantic analysis. Our fully functioning AE

system, ExtrAns, shows that such applications are within the reach

of present-day technology.
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